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II. Company Overview and Strategy 
 
History and Background 
Green Island, built from centuries of undersea volcanic activity, lies in the Pacific Ocean 
approximately 33 kilometers east of Taitung City, off the southeastern coast of Taiwan.  
The island is approximately 20 kilometers in circumference, with four areas that could be 
considered heavily populated. Those areas are Nanliao Harbor, Jhongliao Village, 
Gongguan Village and WunCyun Area. The island’s population consists of 
approximately 3,000 locals who mainly live in the latter three regions.  Nanliao Harbor, 
the point of entry to the island and where most restaurants are physically located, is the 
island’s recognized center of tourism. However, lodging for tourists is consistently spread 
across the island.  The two principal means of entering Green Island are through the 
airport located at Nanliao Harbor, or through ferries to the harbor which are capable of 
bearing 250 passengers per trip. Please see Appendix 5 to view the map of Green Island. 
 
When the applicant first visited Green Island, only one tea shop, two convenience stores, 
and no branded franchised restaurants were found in the tourist center. All restaurants 
were locally manned and all served Chinese cuisine. This fact sparked the applicant’s 
curiosity, and during my next visits to the island, I conducted informal research on 
consumer behavior and expectation.  The results revealed that a large segment of tourists 
visiting Green Island would welcome a choice of western food in general, and hamburger 
fast food in particular.  Sensing a business opportunity, I conducted further research and 
began formulation of a business plan and operations model. 
 
Name of Restaurant 
The name of the proposed restaurant was chosen in consideration of both its English and 
Chinese connotations.  There is a famous song performed by Jimmy Buffet entitled 
“Cheeseburger in Paradise” that evokes images of an island paradise and the satisfaction 
provided by a delicious burger.  Paradise Burger seemed to be a fitting name from the 
foreign visitor’s perspective. For its Chinese name, 綠島漢堡 (Ludao Hanbao - direct 
translation as Green Island Hamburger) was chosen, since this will provide location and 
name recognition for Chinese language tourists visiting Green Island. After the tourists 
return to their homes, they can easily recall the restaurant’s simplistic Chinese name. 
 
Product Offering 
The following is a listing of all items available from the Paradise Burger menu offerings: 
 

• Hamburger. This is the mainstay of the menu. The hamburger will be served on a 
typical bread bun, with two types of lettuce (Romaine and Arugula-Rocket), and 
slices of tomato and red onion. The customer will have options to add bacon, 
cheese, and/or extra burger patties, with additional charges for each. 

• Cheeseburger.  This is a variation of the Hamburger wherein sliced cheese is 
added to the hamburger preparation process.  After addition of the cheese, the 
Cheeseburger is prepared and served similarly to the Hamburger. 
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• Fried or Grilled Chicken Sandwich. This was found to be a major demand item 
for certain subsets of the customer group. The chicken filet will be fried or grilled 
and then prepared and served similarly to the Hamburger. 

• Cool Crisp Salad. This selection is designed for the more healthy-conscious 
customer and for those seeking a cooler and more refreshing meal option.  The 
salad is produced with two types of mixed lettuce, a diced tomato and celery mix, 
bacon crisps, and croutons. The customer can choose to add sliced Fried or 
Grilled Chicken to their salad for additional charges. Customers are allowed two 
packages of salad dressing without additional charge. 

• French Fries. This is one of the principal side items that may accompany a combo 
meal. The fries will be served lightly salted, or the customer will have the option 
of adding other powdered spices to the fries. 

• Hash Brown Patties. This is an optional side item that may accompany a combo 
meal. Always served in a package containing two hash brown patties, this also 
serves as a potential promotional give-away item due to its low cost and ease of 
preparation. 

• Small Fresh Salad. This is an optional side item that may accompany a combo 
meal. This item may appeal more to the health-conscious customer or to 
customers electing a cooler and more refreshing side order. 

• Bottled or Canned Drinks. These items are bought at wholesale and resold as 
individual items or as items coupled with a combo meal. The product mix will 
include, but is not limited to, the following: Various Sodas, Water, Green Tea, 
Wulong Tea, and Black Tea.  

Pre-designed Combination Meals (Combos) are offered for those who are more 
acclimated to the typical fast food restaurant design. Each Combo consists of one main 
meal item, one side item, and a choice of one canned or one bottled drink. 

• Hamburger Combo 

• Cheese Burger Combo 

• Fried Chicken Sandwich Combo 

• Grilled Chicken Sandwich Combo 

Entry Strategy (Overview) 
1-6 months:   
Seek suitable site conducive to renovation in area with the highest tourist traffic on Green 
Island, near Nanliao Harbor.  Renovate and establish restaurant.  Seek partnerships and 
strategic alliances with hotels that cater to the target market of Paradise Burger in order to 
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generate customers. Initiate branding and image building within the Green Island tourism 
industry. 
1-2 years: 
Use online marketing to generate awareness of the restaurant before tourists arrive on the 
Island. Continue branding and create an image of a “must-experience” Green Island 
attraction. Establish good reputation for quality food and service. 
2-5 years: 
Open a larger restaurant with better atmosphere and other accoutrements near the area of 
Gongguan Village. 
 
Initial Location 
Of the four major regions of population density on Green Island, the ideal opening 
location for Paradise Burger would be in the highest foot traffic area of the tourist center 
situated in Nanliao Harbor.  However, due to higher land costs and limited space 
availability, to build in that area would not be practical. Therefore, while this would be a 
promising place to launch Paradise Burger, the initial restaurant should debut as a 
renovated rental site rather than a newly constructed facility.  As the restaurant grows in 
popularity, long-range plans would include upgrading existing location or relocation to 
Gongguan Village, where building the restaurant that defines Paradise Burger’s brand 
and image would be more lucrative. 
 
The following is the main criteria for initial location: 

• Heavy tourist foot traffic 

• Near major sea arrival port 

• Near airport arrival port 

• Concentration of retail shops 

• Concentration of other dissimilar restaurants 

Service Setting       
The objective of the restaurant seating area is to provide a cool, relaxing environment for 
enjoying one’s meal. The store will have a very clean, Tropical island feel. The work area 
will be comprised of wooden cabinets and stainless-steel equipment, creating a modern 
look for the kitchen spaces3.  The walls will be painted white, with intentional distressed 
markings added to accentuate the Tropical look.  The wall decorations will consist of 
paintings and artifacts relating to island décor. The floors will be dark blue tile and 
luscious green plants will be placed in the corners.  The restaurant will be well-lit, 
contributing to a bright setting, and thoroughly air-conditioned.  The tables and the chairs 
will be designed for customer comfort.  The total effect will be one of welcome invitation 
to escape the heat of the island. 
 

                                                 
3   Newman 2007 Uncovering Dimensionality in the Servicescape: Towards Legibility The Service 
Industries Journal, Volume 27, Issue 1 
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Sourcing 
There is one central grocery store on Green Island, which also serves as the resource for 
importation and distribution of consumer products for all the restaurants and hotels on the 
island.  Through consultation with the owner, it was determined that all foodstuff and 
other supplies needed for operation of Paradise Burger could easily be absorbed through 
the grocer’s regularly scheduled shipping and disbursement logistics, on a regular basis 
of at least 1-2 times weekly. 
 
Pricing Strategy 
Paradise Burger holds a unique strategic position on Green Island.  There are no direct 
competitors for the type of food Paradise Burger offers, so it effectively monopolizes 
business with those visitors familiar with and desiring western food.  In addition, the 
island is semi-isolated in that no visitor has the means to travel to and leave the island 
within the same day.  Therefore, hungry travelers are faced with only two dining options, 
selecting either among nearly identical Chinese food establishments or the unique 
western style offered by Paradise Burger.  On the other hand, this also means that the 
opportunities for repeat customers are somewhat limited for Paradise Burger.  The island 
visitors for whom western cuisine is a novelty will perhaps view dining at Paradise 
Burger as a once in a lifetime experience, and may therefore not be as likely to choose to 
eat more than once at the restaurant during their stay on Green Island. 
 
The factors listed above were taken into consideration when establishing Paradise Burger 
price points.  It was decided that since target customers are subject to the effects of a 
monopolized enterprise, a forced commerce, restricted choice, and novelty experience, 
that the market could uniformly bear a premium price. An example of the resulting price 
structure can be found in Table 1. 
 
Menu Item (Excerpt) Projected Price (NTD) 
Hamburger 130 
Fries 35 
Bottled Soft Drink 25 
Hamburger Combo 180 

Table 1 demonstrates pricing of Paradise Burger menu items. Pricing reflects addition of 
a premium charge to standard rates. 
 
Paradise Burger’s prices are positioned to reflect the strategic position the restaurant has 
on Green Island. The price reflects the quality of the food as well as the distinct position 
it has on the consumers on Green Island. 
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Sales Strategy 
There will be several sales strategies implemented to promote interest and consumption, 
including: 

• Posting highlights on customer’s most favorite item. 

• Free coupons for hash browns or a side order if they stay at a partnered hotel. 

• During the peak seasons, an employee will hand out fliers and coupons to the 
morning arrivals at the port. 

Sales Literature 
• Partner hotels will be given fliers and coupons to distribute to their patrons. 

• Fliers will include information about the cool and relaxing atmosphere of Paradise 
Burger and menu specialty items. 

Promotional and Advertising Strategy 
Paradise Burger plans to advertise via overt marketing as well as viral marketing. Several 
strategies have been developed to encourage these processes. Many of these strategies are 
specifically designed to entice people to simply try the restaurant due to its uniqueness on 
the island and relaxed sitting atmosphere. Additionally, some items on the menu are 
already expected to be served on the island and thus will draw those customers into the 
restaurant4. Since most restaurants on the island are Chinese cuisine only, the distinctness 
of the food type will draw even more attention and customers. To solidify these effects, 
Paradise Burger has developed a marketing and promotional plan of which the key 
elements are listed below: 
 

• Paradise Burger will have strategic alliances with several hotels on Green Island 
that tailor to young travelers from the ages of 18-30. With those partner hotels, 
free coupons will be distributed to their patrons, which can be redeemed for free 
side order items or drinks. 

• Paradise Burger will have a well relaxed and cool atmosphere to attract young 
travelers to have lunch or dinner at Paradise Burger. The menu items are arranged 
in such a way to meet the expectations of a high-end western restaurant would 
offer. 

• The outside appearance will be clean and inviting to entice young travelers to 
select Paradise Burger over any other restaurant. 

• The name of the Restaurant will clearly be visible and easy for customers to 
identify what food items will be sold at Paradise Burger. 

                                                 
4 Based on the research conducted on Green Island Consumer Behavior and Consumer Expectations. 
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• Aggressive promotions, such as fliers, will be advertised during the peak season 
to bolster awareness of the restaurant and food and service it provides. 

• Paradise Burger will also have a web based presence which can be viewed when 
tourists search for information about Green Island5. 

• Distinct package will be used for take away orders so that other tourists can gain 
awareness of Paradise Burger6. 

• During the peak seasons and low seasons, prices will fluctuate to take advantage 
or increase demand. 

• Have an early bird special, in which a customer arrives before a certain time for 
lunch or dinner on low tourist days (Tuesday-Thursday) will receive a free drink 
or food item. 

• Parents will be given an option to choose a child’s meal at a discounted price to 
entice families who are vacationing on the island to have their lunch or dinner 
with Paradise Burger. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 The documents and layout of the web based marketing is not included with this document. 
6 Currently, no restaurants on Green Island allow take-away. 




